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Recently, we have proposed a way to achieve the solid state spin �ltering by using a Stern-
Gerlach apparatus for the conduction electrons residing in a quantum well. [1]. The local
magnetic �eld gradient, which can be produced by micromagnets located aside etched
quantum wire, in�uences the ballistic transport of 1D electrons. By quantum modelling
we showed that such a non-homogenous fringing �eld can be used to spatially separate
carriers with opposite spins. This problem is very interesting by itself, since the Stern-
Gerlach e�ect was never observed for free electrons and there are fundamental arguments
against its occurrence [2].
In this work we describe the fabrication of the prototype Stern-Gerlach devices consisting
of a high mobility GaAlAs/GaAs heterostructure and a ferromagnetic �lms. Structures
were made with the application of multilevel electron-beam lithography. First, the quan-
tum wires were wet etched using e-beam resist as an etching mask. Then metal gates and,
in the following lithographic level, micromagnets were made (with critical size 2 to 7 µm,
thickness 1000 to 3000 Å and placement precision 100 nm). This was done using "lift-o�"
technique and low-power magnetron evaporator. Finally, micromagnets were covered with
thin (100 Å) protecting Ti or AuPd layer. Devices consisted of short quantum wire acting
as �emitter�, 2 or 3 other quantum wires acting as �counters� and a wider 2D region � in
between � where an in-plane magnetic �eld gradient is present. Additionally we fabricated
micrometer size Hall bars with rectangularly shaped micromagnets located over opposite
contacts. As magnetic materials we used soft (permaloy) and harder (Co) ferromagnets.
The fringing �elds of the micromagnets were tested at 4.2 K up to 9 T by means of a
micro-Hall cross.
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